“I believe that any problem can be solved and my attitude of never giving up remains key to success. I welcome you to the HOCATT family and mutual pursuit of a better life.”

What does it take to create the ultimate system in strategic wellness? What sort of people would even try to bring to life a device that provides multiple modalities ensuring that health professionals can now reach the pinnacle in health and cosmetic therapy?

Andre Hugo Smith, son of an electrical engineer, spent his youth helping his father with all sorts of do-it-yourself projects. That early tinkering led to two things - a passion to solve problems and a love of helping community.

As the founder of Signature Health, Andre ensures that the company culture is steeped in community involvement while also remaining passionate about innovation. Using a childhood credo of “Never Give Up, there is always a solution” Andre and his research team continue to positively impact lives across the world through a variety of visionary inventions helping improve health, vitality, and wellness. At Signature Health we are Simplifying Wellness.

ANDRE SMITH
**Built for Wellness. Backed by Science.**

It’s easy to get caught up in all the benefits provided by the HOCATT, particularly when you factor in how it will support your practice in providing a simple yet powerful wellness strategy for your patients and clients. But we did not just guess as to how the HOCATT would work. The device is based on years of scientific research, proven modalities and multiple levels of testing. You have discerning clients who want and deserve the best. We made sure they can have the best, and you can provide a true wellness strategy … backed by science.

**Athletic Performance**

Athletes are a separate breed. They believe their body is a temple and are willing to go the distance to ensure long-term wellness. They are also willing to push their bodies harder and farther than anyone else. It’s that drive that makes them unique. They don’t have time to sit on the bench. They have things to do. They’re looking for that competitive edge, without compromising long term wellness.

It is the desire to be the best that will attract athletes to the HOCATT Plus. By routinely using many of the common modalities that provide quick recovery times as well as performance enhancement, athletes find their dream machine come true in the HOCATT Plus. It provides ethical, holistic performance.
Weight Loss and Beauty
Appearance - is there a stronger motivator for patients to try something new? Weight loss has created a multi-billion dollar industry fraught with quick-fix schemes, radical diet plans and invasive surgical techniques. Couple that with beauty, which shares many of the same traits, and you have a perfect storm where many consumers are burnt out by spending money on schemes that do not work. Now there is a different way. Fortunately for your patients, you believe there is a healthier, more holistic way to approach weight loss and beauty. One that heals internally as well as produces positive benefits externally. One that is easy to use, and provides real results.

Ozone Therapy
As one of the core therapies utilized in the HOCATT, ozone provides a foundational treatment protocol. Ozone molecules are naturally present on every living thing. The way it works is simple yet elegant. When a cell becomes stressed by a physical or chemical shock or bacterial, fungal or viral attack, the energy levels are reduced by the outflow of electrons, making the cell electropositive. Once ozone is introduced, it reacts with these damaged cells, neutralizing the damage. Even better, ozone only targets diseased cells and pathogens, leaving healthy cells alone.
The HOCATT helps educate, soothe, and entertain clients as they learn about each modality, listen to music, and watch various entertainment options.

The HOCATT offers the only Full Color Touch Screen Intelligent Controller in the industry. The Control Panel provides both ease and precision for administering all modalities of the HOCATT.

The HOCATT uses ozone in a topical breast cupping application, helping diminish stretch marks, improve skin tone, and promote overall breast health and beauty.
Passive Exercise
The HOCATT uses a oxygen concentrator as part of the Exercise with Oxygen Therapy. The client gets the benefit of exercise and calorie burning all while relaxing in the HOCATT.

Pain Management
The HOCATT also uses E-STIM foot electrodes to stimulate muscles, helping provide pain management as well as passive exercise while resting comfortably in the HOCATT.
Dr. David Minkoff - Lifeworks Wellness Center (Clearwater, FL)

The combination of being able to detoxify someone in a sauna with sweat and apply ozone at the same time really is an advantage over any other therapy that I know of… it rejuvenates the skin, rejuvenates their energy systems, so that they really come out of there feeling very good and it progresses their treatment… it reduces their pain, makes them feel better and they really enjoy going into it because they like it and it’s an easy treatment. I like it very much and I’m satisfied with it. I’m a user myself. I’ve done a lot of sauna; I’ve done a lot of ozone but I tell you the detoxification effect I’m getting from this is more than any of those so it has really helped me out too.

Dr. Stefan Tiron - Orthopedics–Sports Traumatology, President of the Romanian Society of Posturology

The principal reason that led to my acquisition of the HOCATT system was that it offers many treatment possibilities and simultaneous administration of multiple modalities without additional staffing or increasing my overhead. The HOCATT is very useful in the treatment of various diseases and offers enhanced results for athletes and physical medicine patients. Patient satisfaction is very high. In my patients, we found not only more rapid recovery from injury but also increased physical strength.

Dr. Herman Spies (Medical Practitioner in Cape Town, South Africa)

In my practice, I mostly deal with chronic degenerative diseases so I see patients with Alzheimer’s multi-neuron disease, multiple sclerosis, lots of patients with cancer… I find ozone to be extremely valuable in my practice. I prefer to start detoxification in my patients by using the HOCATT. It gives my patients a nice, gentle introduction into the detox. It takes the load off the liver, kidneys and lymph so the patient just starts detoxifying without burning any of the symptoms. Therefore we don’t get the typical healing crisis. Instead, of feeling first worse before they start feeling better, the patient enjoys the treatment and they just gradually get better.
CORE MODALITIES

- Ozone Therapy
- CO2 Therapy
- Ultrasonic Cavitation
- Hyperthermia
- Far Infrared Therapy
- Aromatherapy
- Electrotherapy
- Exercising with Oxygen
A single unit developed for a single purpose; strategic wellness and healing for patients and customers. The continued use of the HOCATT Plus will provide your clients with something they have never experienced; health, wellness, beauty and healing treatments without ever having to step foot out of the unit.

With each 25 to 30 minute treatment, patients and clients receive scientifically proven therapies that provide advanced treatment of common symptoms of illness, beauty treatments, athletic improvement and overall improvement of health. It’s exactly what your patients and clients have been looking for – wellness simplified.

The HOCATT guarantees to be the most complete and effective preventative and wellbeing device in the world. It is natural, practical and extremely easy for both you and your patients and clients. It will reduce pain, kill bacteria, heal your body and induce youth and wellbeing from the first session.

The HOCATT can provide an infallible business opportunity that not only helps your patients and clients, but also your businesses bottom-line. You now will have a competitive advantage that will help you differentiate yourself. And the HOCATT Plus offers the only guarantee of its kind.

If for any reason the HOCATT is not a fit for you, let us know within 30 days from the date of receiving the machine, and we will give you a no questions, no quarrel money back transfer. Contact us today to learn about purchase options for the HOCATT.
The HOCATT Plus has a global following, with health professionals and holistic practitioners in more than 17 countries providing wellness strategies to their patients and clients. The Reason? The HOCATT Plus provides an easy-to-use healthcare model and ROI for their practice and has been used by more than 250,000 consumers. Explore how the HOCATT Plus can benefit your business and client base…Risk Free.